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in the names of instrument, for instance in the names
of "plough." On the other hand, as to be expected
in the case of loan words, Indo-Aryan has no regularity
at all in this respect. The contrast lagvcla-langula has
no morphological value at all.
Nasal infix and suffix in -ul(a) seem to co-exist in
Khmer. In this language, boh signifies "to drive in
(a post) " and bctnkul means the "post." If from Khasi
t-loh " penis " one goes back to the root *l(tk from which
lynkor " plough " is derived, one can also go back from
boh " to drive in " to a root *bak which explains bdnkul
" post." The first root *lak is not however entirely hypo-
thetical. One can recognise an alternation of it in Khmer
luk " to drive in (the hand or the finger)" (Dictionnaire
Tandart). Besides, the Santals have a common word la
"to dig or make a hole." The derivatives like lan&vlam,
etc., express the penetration of plough into female earth.
The names of " penis " and of " plough " therefore, signify
respectively in the languages in question: "the limb which
one drives in " and " the instrument which one drives in."
The insertion of an infix in the body of the root
has the effect of lengthening the word, of making it
stand wear and tear. The length of the non-Aryan
names of plough can be thus explained by reference to
other words of the same group derived from the same
root. Compare for instance :
Malay : Ifagala "plough," ekur " tail."
Khasi : ka-Iytikor "plough/'' t-loh "penis."
Indo-Aryan has borrowed even the prefix lea of Khasi ka-lybkor:
In the MahSbhSrata HI. 642, haltingala appears to designate a kind of
weapon. This way of using the sharp end of plough is not the
only instance in the epic. Balarama is armed with languid* and for
tbii reason, named Idngvlin.

